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Abstract- The advancements of semiconductor technology have boosted the rapid growth of very large scale integrated (VLSI) 
systems in our day-to-day life. Microprocessors and systems-on-chip (SOCs) are now extensively used in a variety of applications ranging 
from smart phones to handheld computers, from entertainment systems to sophisticated automotive controllers, and from gaming devices to 
life-saving medical equipment. The processing speed or performance of these systems is primarily limited by the power budget, which is 
determined by the battery life for mobile devices. Many high-performance microprocessors employ cache write-through policy for 
performance improvement and at the same time achieving good tolerance to soft errors in on-chip caches. However, write-through policy 
also incurs large energy overhead due to the increased accesses to caches at the lower level (e.g., L2 caches) during write operations. In this 
paper, we propose a new cache architecture referred to as way-tagged cache to improve the energy efficiency of write-through caches. By 
maintaining the way tags of L2 cache in the L1 cache during read operations, the proposed technique enables L2 cache to work in an 
equivalent direct-mapping manner during write hits, which account for the majority of L2 cache accesses. This leads to significant energy 
reduction without performance degradation. Furthermore, the idea of way tagging can be applied to existing low-power cache design 
techniques to further improve energy efficiency. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  
Microprocessors and systems-on-chip (SOCs) are now extensively 
used in a variety of applications ranging from smart phones to 
handheld computers, from entertainment systems to sophisticated 
automotive controllers, and from gaming devices to life-saving 
medical equipment. The advancements of semiconductor technology 
have boosted the rapid growth of very large scale integrated (VLSI) 
systems in our day-to-day life  
In this paper, we propose a new cache architecture, referred to as 
way-tagged cache, to improve the energy efficiency of write-through 
cache systems with minimal area overhead and no performance 
degradation. Consider a two-level cache hierarchy, where the L1 data 
cache is write-through and the L2 cache is inclusive for high 
performance. It is observed that all the data residing in the L1 cache 
will have copies in the L2 cache. In addition, the locations of these 
copies in the L2 cache will not change until they are evicted from the 
L2 cache. Thus, we can attach a tag to each way in the L2 cache and 
send this tag information to the L1 cache when the data is loaded to 
the L1 cache. By doing so, for all the data in the L1 cache, we will 
know exactly the locations (i.e., ways) of their copies in the L2 cache. 
During the subsequent accesses when there is a write hit in the L1 
cache (which also initiates a write access to the L2 cache under the 
write-through policy), We can access the L2  

This results in an increase in the write accesses to the L2 
cache and consequently more energy 
consumption.Virtual address is obtained from the CPU 
and the transition look aside buffer will speed up the 

virtual to physical address translation. Data array store 
data from the CPU or lower memories. 
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  Operations in the L1 cache  
      

 Read Read miss Write hit  Write miss 
 hit     
      

L2 No Set- Direct-  Set- 
 access associative mapping  associative 
       

Table 1. Equivalent L2 access modes under 
different operations in the L1 cache 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.1 Conventional two-level cache architecture. 
 

Write buffers are commonly employed in write-through 
caches (and even in many write-back caches) to improve 
the performance. With a write buffer, the data to be 
written into the L1 cache is also sent to the write buffer. 

 
B. Proposed way tagged cache 

 
The L2 cache, the way tag of the data in the L2 cache is 
also sent to the L1 cache and stored in a new set of way-
tag arrays[8]. These way tags provide the key information 
for the subsequent write accesses to the L2 cache. Figure 
2.2 shows the system diagram of proposed way-tagged 
cache. We introduce several new components: way-tag 
arrays, way-tag buffer, way decoder, and way register, all 
shown 

 
 
in the dotted line. The way tags of each cache line in the L2 
cache are here in maintained in the way-tag arrays, located 
with the L1 data cache. Note that write buffers are 
commonly employed in write-through caches (and even in 
many write-back caches) to improve the performance. With 
a write buffer, the data to be written into the L1 cache is 
also sent to the write buffer. The operations stored in the 
write buffer are then sent to the L2 cache in sequence. This 
avoids write stalls when the processor waits for write 
operations to be completed in the L2 cache. In the proposed 
technique, we also need to send the way tags stored in the 
way-tag arrays to the L2 cache along with the operations in 
the write buffer. Thus, a small way-tag buffer is introduced 
to buffer the way tags read from the way-tag arrays. A way 
decoder is employed to decode way tags and generate the 
enable.  
C. L2 access mode 
 
In general, both write and read accesses in the L1 cache 
may need to access the L2 cache. These accesses lead to 
different operations in the proposed way-tagged cache,as 
summarized in Table 1.Under the write-through policy, all 
write operations of the L1 cache need to access the L2 cache. 
In the case of a write hit in the L1 cache, only one way in 
the L2 cache will be activated because the way tag 
information of the L2 cache is available, i.e., from the way-
tag arrays we can obtain the L2 way of the accessed data. 
While for a write miss in the L1 cache, the requested data is 
not stored in the L1 cache. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.2 Proposed way-tagged cache. 
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as a result, its corresponding L2 way information is not 
available in the way-tag arrays. Therefore, all ways in the 
L2 cache need to be activated simultaneously. Since write 
hit/miss is not known a priori.The way-tag arrays need to 
be accessed simultaneously with all L1 write operations 
in order to avoid performance degradation. Note that the 
way-tag arrays are very small and the involved energy 
overhead can be easily compensated. For L1 read 
operations, neither read hits nor misses need to access the 
way-tag arrays. This is because read hits do not need to 
access the L2 cache; while for read misses, the 
corresponding way tag information is not available in the 
way-tag arrays. As a result, all ways in the L2 cache are 
activated simultaneously under read misses. 

 
WRITEH UPDATE OPERATION 

   

1 1 Write way-tagged 
  arrays 
   

1 0 Read way-tagged 
  arrays 
   

0 0 No access 
   

0 1 No access 
   

 Table 2.Operation of way tag arrays 
 
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF WAY-TAGGED CACHE 
 

The way-tag cache has been implemented using Verilog 
Language using software Xilinx ISE Design Suite 14.2 
version and Isim simulator.Here,the implementation of 
additional components like way tag array,way decoder 
and way tag buffer has been carried out 

 
A. Way tag arrays 

 
Way tag array is implemented using table 2. Fig3.2 shows 
the simulation results for way tag array. Clock, array of 
tag and data are given as input,corresponding data are 
return into L1 or else read the data from theL2 cache 
depending upon operation cache hit and cache miss occur 
in L1 cache. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.1 Way tag array 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.2 Simulation result of way tag array 
 
B. Way tag buffer  
Fig 3.4 shows the simulation results for way tag buffer. 
Clock,data in and empty are given as input, corresponding 
data are return into L1 or else read the data from the L2 
cache depending upon operation cache hit and cache miss 
occur in L1 cache.If empty is zero,then data will be taken 
from memory array and give data out as output.Flip flop 
and Multiplexer is declared as component. 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3.3 Way-tag buffer. 
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Fig 3.4 Simulation result of way tag buffer 
 
C.Way decoder  

Two signals, read and write miss, determine the 
operation mode of the way decoder. Signal read will be “1” 
when a read access is sent to the L2 cache. Signal write miss 
will be “1” if the write operation accessing the L2 cache is 
caused by a write miss in the L1 cache.If miss occurs in L2 
cache ,then it work as conventional set associative 
cache.Hence all ways are activated which increases the 
energy consumption.If hit occurs in L2 cache,then only the 
corresponding way will be activated.Hence it helps to 
increase the performance of the 
system.Read_miss,write_miss and waytag are given as 
input.4 ways are taken as output. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.5 Implementation of the way decoder. 
 
D. Way register  

The way register provides way tags for the way-
tag arrays. For a 4-way L2 cache, labels “00”, “01”, “10”, 
and “11” are stored in the way register, each tagging one 
way in the L2 cache. When the L1 cache loads a data from 
the L2 cache, the corresponding way tag in the way 
register is sent to the way-tag arrays 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.6 Simulation result of way decode 
during read miss “1” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.7 Simulation result of way decoder 
during read miss”0” 

 
.  

 Conventional Way-tagged Way-tag 
 L2 cache(nJ) L2 cache(nJ) arrays(nJ) 

Read 35.50 35.50 0.002 
access    
Write 35.53 4.58 0.002 
access    
under    
write hit    
Write 35.53 35.53 0.002 
access    
under    
write miss    

 
Table 3. Energy consumption per read and write access 

of the conventionalSet-associative L2 cache and the 
proposed L2 cache 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION  
This report presents a new energy-efficient cache 

technique for high-performance microprocessors 
employing the write-through policy. The proposed 
technique attaches a tag to each way in the L2 cache. This 
way tag is sent to the way-tag arrays in the L1 cache when 
the data is loaded from the L2 cache to the L1 cache. 
Utilizing the way tags stored in the way-tag arrays, the L2 
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cache can be accessed as a direct-mapping cache during the 
subsequent write hits, thereby reducing cache energy 
consumption. Simulation results demonstrate significantly 
reduction in cache energy consumption with minimal area 
overhead and no performance degradation.  

Furthermore, the idea of way tagging can be 
applied to many existing low-power cache techniques such 
as the phased access cache to further reduce cache energy 
consumption. Future work is being directed towards 
extending this technique to other levels of cache hierarchy 
and reducing the energy consumption of other cache 
operations. 
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